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Catholic· Speaker .Series -continues with
Nobel Peace Prize winner

Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

Richard Heinzl discusses a world without borders
Amy Smith
Staff Reporter

On Thursday, February 15, Tom
Beaudoin, assistant professor of
Religious Studies at Santa Clara
University started the Catholic Studies
Speaker Series with his lecture 1on
"Catholicism and Popular Culture."
Beaudoin unfolded this topic by examining the relationship between popular
culture and spirituality in contemporary
society. One student said, "It was the
first lecture I went to on my own and I
was definitely impressed and interested." Another student added, "An
important issue was addressed that I
as a young Catholic wouldn't have
bothered much with." Both of the students said they were looking forward to
attending future lectures in the
Catholic Studies Speaker Series.
On Thursday, March 22, Nobel
Peace Prize winner, Richard Heinz!,
will talk about "Living in a World
Without Borders," the second in the

series. According to the Lavin Agency,
a speaker's bureau which assists
organizations in finding speakers for
events, Heinz!, a medical student,
opted to take an elective in Uganda,
Africa while attending McMaster
University in the mid-1980's. In
Uganda, he met some young doctors
from Belgium who were working for a
little-known international charity called
Medecins sans Frontieres (MSF).
These doctors made such an impression on Heinzl that he began organizing the Canadian chapter of Doctors
Without
Borders/Medecins
sans
Frontieres. Within 3 years, Heinz!
became the founder of MSF Canada
and his organization sky-rocketed. In
an article from the Lavin Agency's official website, thelavinagency.com,
Heinzl claims "that we are a medical
relief organization and, more importantly, a humanitarian organization that
does whatever it can to get to people in
crisis." It also states that "Heinz! has
treated patients in the mountains of

Second film in
SPEAK Film Series
to show Monday

Turkey, isolated towns of Cambodia,
and communities ringing in the Iraqi
desert." In addition to helping people in
crisis, MSF volunteers also respond to
floods, famine, and fires. In 1999,
Heinz! won the Nobel Peace Prize.
In his presentation, Heinz! will highlight the ability we all have to make a
difference in this world . According to
the Lavin Agency, "his speeches move
audiences to a renewed optimism in
the human capacity to create positive
change in the midst of daunting challenges." Heinzl will share his experiences from the world's conflict zones.
He also will reinforce the idea that
some of the most valuable things in the
world are priceless. Paul Alexander,
director of the Institute on the Common
Good, states that "it will be exciting and
powerful to see average people utilizing their talents for the betterment of
the world." The lecture will be held at
the St. John Francis Regis Chapel at
7:00 p.m.
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Every Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, sophomore Jamie Perkins
drives twenty-five minutes from Aurora
to attend her classes at Regis
University's Lowell campus. She also
works two part-time jobs at an Aurora
law firm .and a clothing store in Cherry
Creek, all the while making time for
other errands, such as dropping off
and picking up her little brother
Hamilton from school every day.
Perkins uses roughly 39 gallons of
gasoline a month, enough to produce
741 pounds of carbon dioxide gas into
the atmosphere. The website for the
2006 documentary Who Killed Th~
Electric Car? explains: "A gallon
burned by a gas powered auto adds
roughly 19 pounds of carbon dioxide to
the air." In two months, Perkins will
have produced a ton and a half of
CO2.

See SPEAK on page 3
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Regis University gets a check-up

3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop 1-8
Denver, CO 80221

10-year accreditation anniversary examines university worth
Vince Garzone
Staff Reporter

Since September of 2006 Regis
University has been put to a test. A test
so important, that the degrees the university awards to its students depend
upon it. The reputation and future success of the school relies on the outcomes of this test currently in
progress. That test, is called accreditation.
From September 2006 through
February of 2008 Regis University has
undergone the process of renewing its
accreditation. This process occurs only
once every ten years, the last time for
Regis University being in 1998. The
accreditation is awarded to the university as a whole through the Higher
Learning Commission of the North
Central Association.
Accreditation , in itself, is a peerreview. It is what shows the university's
worth: it's quality, strengths, and weaknesses. According to Steve Jacobs,
assistant provost for Accreditation, at
Regis, "It is a lot like going to therapy."
"Accreditation ... leads us in the end
to know more deeply our story as an
institution, to have a sense of our
strengths and weaknesses and hopefully, to feel better about ourselves, our
purpose and our mission ... " Jacobs
said in an interview quoted by Regis
University Libraries' "Check It Out"
newsletter.
Accreditation is carried out through
a self study conducted by Regis faculty and staff. The self study evaluates
the institution as a whole through the
criteria established by the Higher
Learning Commission. This criterion is
broken down into five categories: mission and integrity, preparing for the
future, student learning and effective
teaching, acquisition discovery and
application of knowledge, and engagement and service.
The self study team evaluates the
criterion with a simple plan of divide

and conquer. Jacobs, the chair of the how much our mission practice has
self study team, works with six different improved," Schaefer said.
To keep the mission in clear focus,
task forces, made up of a total of 75
in
1998
Regis improved criteria for hirRegis faculty and staff. Each task
ing
faculty.
Applying faculty members
force is assigned to one of the specific
an
essay stating how they
must
write
types of criteria, examining where
would
be
able
to
contribute to the misRegis stands along lines of the criteria
sion. New faculty must also attend a
and goals laid out by the commission.
One such task force would be task retreat to better understand the meanforce one, in charge of mission and ing of the Jesuit mission before teachintegrity. This task force is led by Dr. ing in the fall, and also another retreat
Kathy Schaefer, director of lgnatian after teaching at Regis for a year. "It
Spirituality, and is comprised of 14 really helps select people that are a
people including Schaefer. In order to good fit here," Schaefer said.
The opportunity for students to
best represent the institution as a
attend
retreats, where they give back
whole, the task forces consists of facto
the
community and also learn to
ulty and staff from nearly all areas of
become
leaders, is more evidence of
the university including but not limited
to: physical plant, the Jesuit communi- upholding the mission in the university,
ty, SPS faculty, Regis college faculty, Schaefer said. One_such retreat is a
and student activities. The main objec- trip to Mississippi where students and
tive of the mission and integrity task members of physical plant help build
force is to show that, "The organization houses. There, students get their
operates with integrity to ensure fulfill- chance to plan out the day, planning
ment of its mission through structures when breaks for everyone are taken,
and processes that involve the board, learning to handle responsibility, and
administration , faculty, staff, and stu- developing leadership skills. "It is a
dents" as the Higher Learning real privilege to work on this and it
makes us all look at the University in a
Commission states in its criteria.
Regis' Jesuit mission, "Men and whole new way," Schaefer said.
Another task force on the self study
women in service of others," needs to
be represented at Regis. According to team is task force 5, in charge of
Schaefer, "We are looking for evidence engagement and service. This task
of the mission in practice." Schaefer force is led by Reynolds. "Our job is to
also said that in order to really under- see how well the school forms partnerstand the components of the criteria, ships with the outside community,"
her task force conducted meetings Reynolds said.
with the Jesuits at Regis to get their
This task force's main goal is to find
perceptions on how well the mission evidence of how Regis University
has been carried out.
serves the community, how well it
"We've made progress over the serves, and how much it serves. "We
years, especially in getting lay people first collect a list of all the relationships
to understand our mission and what it we have with the outside community
is about," Schaefer said. To further over the years. Then we contact each
understand the mission, Schaefer and and meet with them to see how that
the task force met with Dr. Tom relationship with the school has been
Reynolds, head of mission at Regis working for them," Reynolds said.
University and also chair of task force
six on the self-study team.
"Dr.
Reynolds thought back from 1998, the
See Accreditation on page 3
last time we were re-accredited, and

Living in a World
Without Borders
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SPEAK

continued from front page

Many Regis students, like Perkins,
heavily depend on gas-powered cars
to make life a little easier. Despite the
convenience of having a car, college
students are also faced with keeping
gas bills under control. Monthly,
Perkins spends at least eighty dollars
on gas alone. "I fill up every six to ten
days," she said. Even with two jobs,
keeping up with filling-up her car's tank
is a struggle, Perkins expressed. CO2
emissions are the least of her worries.
According to the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) website, Denver's
highest price for gasoline was listed at
$2.48 per gallon. For many college students, $2.48 soon becomes a hefty
deficit in one's wallet.
A greater deficit, according to senior Adelle Moneblanco, is not from
one's wallet, however, but from lack of
awareness and concern for the environment. As the president of Students
for Peace Environmental Action and
Knowledge (SPEAK), Monteblanco
has been determined to strengthen
Regis' ecological footprint.
Her most recent project is the
Spring 2007 Environmental Film
Series. The first film, Al Gore's Oscarwinning documentary An Inconvenient
Truth showed on Monday, February
19, to a full audience. According to
Monteblanco, about 75 to 100 students
showed up. "It was amazing, I could
not be happier," she said. That night,
almost every seat of the Science
Amphitheatre was filled.
Zach Owens, a member of SPEAK
expressed , "[We] put so much effort
into organ'izing the film series, yet
when the day of the first film finally
arrived we still had no idea what !<ind
of turn out to expect. It turned out that
the science amphitheater was practically filled, which was exciting for all of
us because it showed that all of our
hard work had paid off."
Sophomore Michelle Sheehy, also
a member of SPEAK, added: "I really
enjoyed the first film. I thought Gore
did a good job of making a documentary about global warming and informing the public instead of just giving up
because no one takes (the issue] seriously."
Gore's film sparked many opinions
and questions, as brought up in the
dialogue following the documentary.
Monteblanco expressed her sincerest

thanks to the members of the communications honor society, Lambda Phi
Eta, for facilitating the dialogue after
the event. Monteblanco summarized,
"Individuals expressed frustration that
the Clinton-Gore changes toward climate change were not included, others
were angry that Gore did not give us
step by step method of ending climate
change and others spoke on behalf of
renewable resources."
Owens said, "Whether people agree
or disagree with the [film] isn't the
point, it's to create environmental
awareness on campus and help everyone understand what the perspectives
are on important environmental
issues."
Monteblanco hopes to only further
Regis' awareness of such issues as
the series continues.
Next Monday, March 19 at 7 PM,
SPEAK will feature the second film in
the series, the previously mentioned
Who Killed The Electric Car? The film
is another documentary, which follows
the life and "death" of the electric car.
Directed by Chris Paine, the film
debuted at the 2006 Sundance Film
Festival, receiving similar acclaim as
An Inconvenient Truth.
During the early 1990s, the
California Air Resources Board
(GARB) opted to strictly regulate air
pollution by adoption the Zero
Emission Vehicle (ZEV) mandate,
requiring automakers to increase sales
annually of more environmentally
friendly vehicles, particularly electric
cars.
In 1996, General Motors (GM)
released its first version of the electric
car, the EV1. It was available for lease
at about $400-$500 a month . The car
ran on rechargeable batteries and
could last up to 120 miles of driving
time per charge. GM motors admitted
the car would not be able to endure
long distance car trips; but would be
more than sufficient in handling everyday driving. (On average, Americans
drive about 29 miles daily, according to
the film's website.) The car was capable of reaching over 80 miles per hour
is less than 8.5 seconds.
In 1997, GM released their second
generation of electric cars, which ran
on a nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) battery. They promised to be even faster,
sleeker, and more efficient than before.
Nonetheless, by 2000, the GM electric-car program began to stall. GM
vice-chairman Harry Pearce said,

a

RUSGA
update
Name: Jessica L. Blumenthal
Position: Director
Involvement

" ... there is no particular need" to continue building electric cars.
In opposition, Monteblanco believes
the need is clear. Gasoline-fueled cars
feed into a cycle of prioritizing economic benefit over protecting the environment. Today, America consumes nearly 9 million barrels of gasoline a day:
enough to produce dangerous
amounts of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide.
In showing the movie, Monteblanco
hopes more people become aware of
these issues and in doing so, encourage people to start taking small steps
toward a cleaner, greener environment.
She said: "Why doesn't the school
invest in more renewable resources?
Why don't we have a compost pile?
The idea behind the film series is to
inspire students to create more ecoconscious choices within their own
lives AND to start asking what Regis'
responsibility is in creating a sustain.
able campus."
Sophomore Randy Davis added,
"... There's so much else out there that
we can do better!" Even with gained
awareness, Davis implied, no progress
can be made without an all-encompassing view of environmental
improvement. Global warming and
gasoline consumption are not the only
issues-There's more out there to
worry about. Davis ended, "I hope
more people can be more open-minded to the issues. n
In the end, Monteblanco hopes even
more members of the Regis community will show up. "I'd like to see more
faculty, staff and administration present at the next two films," she said.
"Events like this show that there is student interest in creating an environmentally sustainable campus, so it'd
be nice to have more support and
encouragement from the administration."
Free LARABAR samples will be
available at the screening. LARABAR
is the official sponsor of the series,
serving healthy snacks made with
fresh, unprocessed, organic fruits,
nuts, and other foods. For more information on the film, visit
http://www.sonyclassics.com/whokilled
theelectriccar/electric.html.

Accreditation from page 2
Reynolds explained that the amount
of Regis student community involvement is one piece of information which
seemed to stand out most while conducting this self study.
"Students
should really be interested in how
many organizations they do services
for. We have counted 400 organizations so far and we are still counting."
These services are done through various mediums such as student government, service trips, and club and team
sport community outreach. When
asked how Regis University stands
amongst other universities in the service and engagement area, Reynolds
said, "Really well. We have a much
higher percentage of students conducting community service then most
universities."
According to Jacobs, this year's reaccreditation is a huge step for Regis
University. "In the past ten years the
world has changed. This is the first
accreditation where the world has
changed so much," he said, "We are all
connected today and there is no more
isolation ."
In giving an example in reference to
technological advances, Jacobs mentioned that Regis now has the second
largest online nursing program in the
country. "We are leading the pack in
online learning," Jacobs said.
1998 was the last time Regis was reaccredited, and, according to Jacobs,
ten years has brought a lot to the
Regis campus. "Ten years has produced new beauty for the campus
including the new town homes and the
new chapel," Jacobs said.
However, Jacobs made note, that
this is not a time for awards or a pat on
the back. "This self-study will highlight
our weaknesses also, " Jacobs said. As
Jacobs mentioned, the accreditation
process is a lot like therapy, and the
university learns its strong points and
weak points in order to become an
even better institution the next time
around. "Through this self-study people are meeting each other for the first
time. They all care about Regis and
they all want to advance, and they are
all coming together with their perspectives," he said.

Congratulations to the new
RUSGA student leaders
zac Ganhe, student
bodv president

of Community

Hometown: Broomfield, CO
Favorite part of RUSGA: That we are
like family

Marcus Trucco, student
bodv vice-president

Secret dorky thing you do everyday: Talk to my dog in Fren~h .
Dinner with two people ..who are they? John Lennon and Paul McCartney
Wh

ou love your position: I am able to work with commu~ity memebers
..
.
ndy yin a better understanding of the neighborhood near Regis.
a
ga GA
th Director of Community Involvement as a new pos1t1on this
RUS . sa~ ~ken some great strides to build the position into a successyear. Jessica as the committee held a bookdrive that sent nine boxe~ of
ful one. R;~~~tl~etter Books in order to help ~remote literacy in the United
books to
ful that the committee will be hold another one around
States. It wkaAs ,so sluoco~s~ut for Spring Clean-up Day, to take place near the end
finals wee . so,
of the semester.

Trisha Cunis,
chief iustice
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God's little fig trees
Dan Daly, S.J.
Homily for the
third Sunday in
Lent

The parable
of the fig tree is
a great encouragement to any
of us who work
in high schools
or
colleges.
Teachers are like the gardener in the
story. The students are our little fig
trees. We watch over them, try to help
them along. Some of the fig trees start
growing right away and are producing
bushels of figs in no time at all. Other
fig trees are a different story. We work
with them and work with them and we
get nothing. Even after three years of
our best efforts, we come up empty: no
signs of life, no fruit, nothing. We're

·~

ing out to make sure we follow all the
rules. God is much more like a farmer
with high hopes for his little fig trees,
anxious for them to bear fruit.
The parable reminds us that God
has lots of patience. The owner of the
vineyard comes out to inspect the fig
orchard. He checks this one little tree
that he has been checking for three
years. The owner is frustrated and disappointed because the little tree still
doesn't have any fruit on it. The owner
threatens to cut it down. "Why clutter
up the ground?" he asks. But he's just
blowing smoke, he's putting on a little
show for the gardener; he doesn't really want to cut down the tree. The gardener seems to know this; he doesn't
want to give up on the tree either. The
gardener says, "leave it for this year
also." Notice that the gardener doesn't
say, "leave it for just one more year."
He says, "leave it for this year also."

Teachers are like the gardener in the story. The students
are our little fig trees. We watch over them, try to help them
along.
tempted to forget about those fig trees. He leaves the door open to continue
But the parable encourages us not to trying even if it takes more than a year.
give up; to keep spreading on the "It may bear fruit in the future," he
manure, to keep piling it on, and says. (Maybe not this coming year, but
maybe in a year the little fig tree will sometime.) "If not you can cut it
make some progress.
down." (Or we can try another round
The parable reminds us that we are of fertilizer.)
all like fig trees growing in a garden.
So it is with God. God doesn't give
God loves his little fig trees and watch- up on us. Maybe it'll take us a few
es over them and is anxious for them years to get going. If nothing happens
to bear fruit. Our lives bear fruit in lots after three years, he'll pile on . some
of different ways: the types of things more fertilizer and wait another year.
that Jesus talked about all the time.
What about the fertilizer? Well, it's
Love is one of the finest fruits of our certainly important for fig trees. A
lives: the deep, wonderful , committed recent study of fig trees in Brazil conlove of married couples, the enduring firms it. (It's amazing what you can
love of families, the fond affection of find on the Internet!) An actual study

Love is one of the finest fruits of our lives.... Love that
takes hold of our hearts and prompts us to action: that's fruit
growing on the fig tree.
friends, the care and concern we show
to those in need. Love that takes hold
of our hearts and prompts us to action:
that's fruit growing on the fig tree. The
fruit also includes generosity and the
service we provide to one another.
Fruit is patience and forgiveness and
joy. (We some times get too pragmatic and forget important things like joy.
But a heart filled with joy is wonderful
fruit, too.) Love, generosity, and joy: all
those things upon which the Kingdom
of God depends.
That's the thing about the Kingdom
of God. It's not something Jesus wanted to do all on his own. At the end of
his life, Jesus didn't put the Kingdom
on hold until he would return at the end
of time. Instead, he turned it over to
people like Peter and Mary Magdalene
and us to keep it going. The only way
the Kingdom grows is in the hearts and
lives of individuals. Almost always it
grows little by little, one small step at a
time, like fig trees. Fig trees are small;
the best ones produce only a couple
hundred figs a year. But a fig farmer
fills up his or her garden with fig trees
and has a great fig harvest.
God is anxious for a great harvest
and God is also anxious for us. God
wants us to bear fruit, wants our contributions to make a difference, so that
we might enjoy a rich, satisfying,
meaningful life. That's the right image
for God. God isn't a stern judge watch-

reported in EDP Sciences Journal
shows that cattle manure increases fig
tree productivity.
What's our fertilizer? It's friends and
family who support and encourage us
and who make us laugh. It's all those
things that lift our spir.its: sunshine and
warm days, good food and beautiful
music. It's a bit of wisdom someone
has shared with us along the road. It's
an insight written in book, passed
along from a previous generation. It's
a community that shares our faith and
our hope and that gathers with ·US to
pray. (This chapel is just filled with fertilizer.) And the fertilizer is God's grace
of wisdom and courage and peace that
penetrates our souls and transforms
us.
Today we remember God the farmer
and all his little fig trees. We ask that
he continue to watch over those little
trees, that he water them and give
them some fertilizer, and that he not
give up on them. Because some day
they will bear fruit.

Dan Daly, S.J. is an assistant business professor and a regular presider
at the St. John Francis Regis Chapel.
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Bi-partisan flare up
Dylan Engberg
Opinions Writer

This week there will be a hotly contested issue facing the Colorado capitol lawmakers. An Iraq war resolution
supporting the troops and condemning
or supporting the administrations handle of the entire Iraq war will bring out
the partisan faces under a bi-partisan
mask.
More recently, the United States
Congress has been discussing the
troop surge and appropriations for the
defense budget. Already contested in
the Senate with the filibuster, Speaker
Pelosi has recently told the media that
the Majority party would accept the
$95 billion dollar budget for the war
and the department of defense, on the
condition of an early fall pullout of Iraq.
Initially, the Colorado General
Assembly wanted to reflect Congress
by proposing a resolution that addresses the problems of the Iraq war while
supporting the troops that are serving.
After some heated discussions
between Democrats and Republicans,
each side of the aisle has proposed
their own version of an Iraq resolution.
Joint Resolution 22, By Rep. Balmer,
who served in Afghanistan and Bosnia,
and Sen. Kopp, a veteran of the Gulf

War;
both
Republicans
have
expressed their support, for all military
personnel and their service for
America and the need of continued
support both logistically and morally.
On the other side of the aisle, the
challenge for democrats is to find a
resolution that will support troops while
condemning the surge of troops and
the administration's handle of the
entire conflict. Joint Memorial 2, sponsored by, Sen. Tupa a- schoolteacher
(18-Boulder) and Rep. T. Carroll, an
attorney (?-Denver), has been proposed and is waiting to be debated
within both chambers .
The joint
memorial points out the number of
deaths of American soldiers and the
public opposition to the Bush administration and the request for American
troop pullout from Iraq.
The Republicans' and Democrats'
proposed Iraq resolutions will bring out
the partisanship of both parties and will
be a challenge for the moderates of
both parties. The Colorado General
Assembly will likely reflect the bitterness seen in Congress. Die hard GOP
members will battle it out with blue
blood Democrats to find a resolution
that will tell the administration their
thoughts about the War on Terror and
the Iraq war.

My "Sim"-ulated life
Jen Janes
Opinions Writer

Well, my friends,
we are back from
spring
break.
Being, as of recently, less employed
than I am accustomed to, my break
was a flurry of productivity. I even had
time to reminisce about my first spring
break here at Regis, which I spent at
home with my family. It was a heartwarming gathering during which they
watched me sit around and play the
Sims on the computer for a straight
week. For those who are unfamiliar,
the Sims is a delightful game in which
players can create little people and
control their lives.
When I first discovered this game,

match my life with those of my little
people was what finally broke my habit
of the game.
Why must the bar be set so high? I
won't even go into a comparison of my
personal and computer gaming romantic histories, as just this spring break, I
used, for the very first time, the phrase,
"Oh, no, he didn't!" with sincerity (complete with accompanying gyrating
hand gesture). Unfortunately, my actual wording was somewhat different,
and, alas, unprintable.
Yet, even though I no longer have
the Sims as an unfair standard for my
life, I still feel pressured to make a tabulous run of it. Yes, I am an English
major, and no, for the last time, I do not
want to teach. It is no longer enough to
tell well-wishers that, with my Regisacquired command of the English Ianguage, I hope to go on to have the
best-written cardboard signs on Speer,

The misery was just like my life. So much so, in fact, that
I envisioned myself walking about with a spiraling cone over
my head sporting ranging hues of red and green signaling my
mood.
my little people suffered from slight and that my ultimate career goal is to
starvation, entry-level jobs, malicious outdo even the most experienced panvisits from bill collectors, children sent handlers in the sidewalk milieu of East
away to military school, and myriad Colfax.
failed romantic encounters. The misery
I know that those who nudge me
was just like my life. So much so, in toward a career path mean only the
fact, that I envisioned myself walking best, but there are times when my spiabout with a spiraling cone over my raling cone starts to turn a little pink.
head sporting ranging hues of red and We are young, and we need more time
green signaling my mood. I often fan- to figure out what we truly want. Why
cied that if only others could see this must we package and sell ourselves at
imaginary cone, they would leave me such a tender age? I say we should not
~lone for a change so I could finally be have to worry about skyrocketing payin peace.
checks until we hit our forties, have
~owever, my years of intermittently mid-life crises, and decide we need
playing the Sims improved my skill to Ferraris.
where I can now endow my little peoSo for everyone out there who has
ple with cutting-edge careers, gor- ever been outdone by their own little
geous custom-made homes, academi- people, or by others' or their own largcally and socially successful children
er expectations, just play it cool. W~'II
and smokin' hot spouses (sometime; figure it out. Even if we end up with
even ~ore than one apiece). But mid-level careers standard homes,
something was not right. How come 1 mediocre kids, and only one smokin'
can't do that with my life? The despair
th at came from no longer being able to hot spouse apiece, we will all find a
way.
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Thi S Week in Politics
Matthew Zavala
D. C. Correspondent

Regis University
was on spring brr.ak
last week but in the
world of politics,
there is no such
thing as a "break. "
Fox News' Ailes
Insults Obama
Chairman Roger Ailes of Fox News
made a reference last week to Osama
Bin Laden and instead used Sen.
Barack Obama (D-IL). Ailes said, "And
it is true that Barack Obama is on the
move. I don't know if it's true that
President Bush called (Pakistani
President Pervez) Musharraf and said,
'Why can't we catch this guy?"'
Obama responded by saying, "I've
been called worse." Because of Ailes'
bad joke, the Nevada Democrats cancelled a debate that was to be co-hosted by Fox later this year.
Gingrich Admits to Affair
A couple of weeks ago, former
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-GA)
electrified
the
crowd
at
the
Conservative
Political
Action
Conference in Washington, DC.
Gingrich hasn't officially announced
his candidacy, but there was talk that
he would put in a bid for the White
House.
Last week as the rain fell in DC, so
too did Gingrich's standing with the
right-wing of conservatives. Gingrich
admitted to cheating on his wife at the
same time he was leading the charge
to have President Bill Clinton

impeached. Serious questions arose
on the GOP side of things because
among the frontrunners Giuliani,
Gingrich, and Sen. John McCain (RAZ.) there are eight ex-wives. Gov. Mitt
Romney (R-MA) proudly boasts that
he has only been married once.
The struggle for the Republicans is
that there is not one clear choice candidate. Although Giuliani leads in
almost every poll, there are still questions over his family values and his
more liberal positions on social issues.
Hagel Announces That He Will Make
an Announcement
After a few days of media speculation about the plans of Sen. Chuck
Hagel (R-NE), the senator put all those
questions to rest. Well actually, he left
people even more confused. Many
analysts thought they would hear
Hagel announce that he was entering
the presidential race on Monday.
Instead, he punted .
Hagel said that he would think it over
with his family and make a decision at
a later date.
On a Side "Note"
Why are candidates announcing that
they will make a later announcement?
Obama did it in January and said that
a month later he would make a formal
announcement. Obviously, people
knew he would enter the race, but he
had to do it officially. McCain did it on
the Late Show with David Letterman
recently as well. He informed the
American people in his "announcement" that his formal announcement
that he was running would be in April.

Have an opinion
to

S.tlare?

Email us at hldrsubs@regis.edu!
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The following is an article Matt
Zavala wrote for abcnews.com. It is
published here courtesy of ABC
News.
Firefighters to Giuliani: "Hell No"
March 09, 2007
ABC News· Matthew Zavala Reports:
The International Association of Fire
Fighters plans to release a letter to its
280,000 union members today blasting former New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani's, R-N.Y., actions following
9/11, a source familiar with the letter
told ABC News.
The letter comes after Giuliani
dropped out of next week's I.A.F.F.
presidential forum after I.A.F.F. told
ABC News that he had accepted the
invitation. The Giuliani camp disputes
the I.A.F.F. claim that he is backing out
of the forum. Giuliani's camp maintains that the former mayor never
agreed to attend due to a scheduling
conflict.
Before deciding to invite Giuliani to
its presidential forum, the I.A.F.F. went
through an internal debate over
whether to invite him at all. The firefighter union was leaning towards not
inviting him so close that they prepared a February 28 letter from
Schaitberger to union members
explaining the decision.
"The I.A.F.F. recognizes that Mayor
Giuliani generally enjoys a favorable
reputation as a result of his actions
immediately after the tragedy of 9/11,"
Schaitberger wrote in his unsent letter. The unsent letter (which later
became moot once the I.A.F.F. decided to invite him) goes on to explain
that the reasons for excluding Giuliani
were because of the "disrespect that
he exhibited to our 343 fallen FDNY
brothers, their families, and our New
York leadership in the wake of that
tragic day has not been forgiven or
forgotten."
The letter urges union members to
not just say "no" to Giuliani but "Hell
no."
The I.A.F.F. conflict with Giuliani
stems from his reduction of firefighters
allowed to search for remains at
Ground Zero in November 2001 and
that he made the removal of debris,
rather than the recovery of human

remains, a priority. At that time, only
101 of the fallen 343 fallen New York
Firefighters had been recovered.
The source familiar with the new
I.A.F.F. letter being distributed today
says that it will be "more detailed" than
the draft letter which was released to
certain members of the press
Thursday.
On Friday, Giuliani's campaign emailed reporters an open letter from a
retired New York firefighter, Lee lelpi,
who vouched for Giuliani's courage
and sacrifice to firefighters and first
responders. "There is no one who
respects firefighters and first responders more than Rudy Giuliani," said
lelpi, who lost his son in the 9-11 terrorist attacks. "Firefighters have no
greater friend and supporter than
Rudy Giulaini... ."
Giuliani's camp also released the
names of nearly 100 South Carolina
firefighters who are supporting
Giuliani's bid for the presidency. On
February 21, Giuliani visited firefighters in Spartanburg, S.C. to gain support from this vital group. While there,
Giuliani was named a member of the
South Carolina State Firefighters
Association - they waived his annual
dues and an honorary South
Carolina fire chief.
When ABC News asked the I.A.F.F.
spokesperson about the Feb. 21
endorsement he received from firefighters and first responders in
Spartanburg, S.C., he was quick to
say that these firefighters were volunteers and there is a difference
because the I.A.F.F. represents professional firefighters.
Even though Giuliani will not be participating in the firefighter forum, it will
still be the first bipartisan forum of the
2008 presidential campaign. Four
Republicans Sens Chuck Hagel, RNebr., John McCain, R-Ariz., Rep.
Duncan Hunter, R-Calif., and former
Gov. Jim Gilmore, R-Va., will join six
Democrats Sens. Joe Biden, D-Del.,
Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., Chris Dodd, DConn., Barack Obama, D-111., former
Sen. John Edwards, D-N.C., and Gov.
Bill Richardson, D-N.M. at the March
14 forum in Washington, D.C.

Be a part of the summer staff

flesidence bife & f vent services
2GG1 ~1!4rnrner ~faff
Compensation:

For More Information:

Something to do this summer
Housing on campus
Meals when dining room is open
Conference Experience
Off Campus activities
Great customer service experience
Leadership opportunities available

You must attend one
Informational session in the
faculty lounge st 3:00 p.m.
On FRIDAY 3/16/07 or
MONDAY 3/19/07 or
TUESDAY 03/20/07

Packets are now available in the office of
Residence Life
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The Highlander Yisits the
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. ew York Tinws
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Photos by Brett Stakelin

Jacqueline Kharouf
Editor-in-Chief
My first glimpse of New York City
was the subway, a series of tunnels
with squeaky passenger cars and just
enough space to stand. Balancing my
small red rolling suitcase in one hand,
purse over one shoulder, and backpack on the other, I grasped the overhead bar in our subway car. Then,
with a bump and a jerk we were away,
down under the belly of a city that
thrived as much underground as it did
above.
We emerged from the subway, blinking away the fatigue that settles on all
travelers, and stared open-mouthed at
the height of the buildings and the solitary statue above Grand Central
Station. You can only say Wow and
hope that you haven't gotten off at the
wrong stop.
Maricor, Dr. Callie, and I stopped for
a photo-op.
And then, not so long after, we had
to walk again, three blocks up, left turn,
one block again , and we reached The
Roosevelt. Ten stories later we were
above it all. ..

Matt Lauer looks a lot shorter in
real life
As we walked (and walked and
walked) this old city, I tried to look for
those fabled roof top gardens. I tried
to look for the hot dog vendors (don't
worry, there was one on every corner).
I tried to look for the age of the city in
the faces of the people we passed . I
found them all, more or less, but still I
found something I did not expect.
There seemed to be a depth to this
place, an old, familiar sort of feeling, as
though everyone and everything was
full of memory. Full to the brim with a
kind of pain that settled in street corners and on doorsteps. New York is
old and beautiful and I missed it before
we were not even far away for missing.
And yes, we even saw Matt Lauer,
sort of thin, with that odd stubble hair
cut, brown suit, and matching shoes.
He avoided our gaze from outside
those weird blue tinted windows you
see on TV (the windows behind their
four-chair news desk) and popped a
vitamin C tablet into his mouth.
(Apparently he's a little paranoid about
illness, or so I've heard.) It was only a
little strange to be outside the scene
they had filmed for America and I wondered how my mother would have
reacted if I had been a more visible

part of it.
But then we had to go fulfill the reason we had come in the first place.
Back down to 45th and Broadway (the
actual Broadway, I might add) and then
there it was: the New York Times.
Maricor and I headed through the
revolving doors and up to the ninth
floor for our conference.
Makes your tongue want to slap
your brain out
Bill Schmidt, the assistant managing
editor for the NY Times, told a story
about a friend eating ribs in New
Orleans. The ribs were so good, he
explained, that his friend said it "makes
your tongue want to slap your brain
out." If that was the definition to an
English word, I'd try to use it to
describe our experience in the office of
the New York Times. For a journalist
'
it doesn't get any better than this.
Schmidt opened the conference with
a brief introduction to his job and a discussion on the state of news media
today. Journalism, he explained, is
about bearing witness, going where
others cannot go or where others are
unwilling to go. Journalism is funda-

mental
to
democracy, Schmidt said, our very liberty depends on an informed public.
Despite this enormous role, there is
an emerging problem in news media
today: readership is heading down,
especially in print news. As Schmidt
explained it, mainstream media is
struggling to compete with online news
media, where news articles can be
read for free 24/7 . Thus, advertising
for print news is also declining, making
it increasingly harder for newspapers
to increase or maintain sales. Of
course, Schmidt continued, the press
is always confronted with the accusation of bias and neglecting to maintain
high ethical standards. Even at the
New York Times Schmidt explained,
there have been 'journalists with falsified news stories.
Delivering the news sounds like a
pretty cut and dry task. We run aroun?
collecting information and slap it
together for a late night deadline. But
really, it takes a lot of courage to report
the news. And it takes a lot of heart.
See Reflection on page 7
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Reflection from pages
As Schmidt said, journalism requires
empathy, the ability to understanding,
listen, and remain open-minded.

Highlander blues
In issue 19 the Highlander delivered
some news a_nd information about the
RUSGA student body elections. We,
my entire staff and me, were determined to inform the public, the whole
Regis community, on the importance
of participating in a democratic
process, especially one which will
affect students directly in the coming
year. It was our intention to provide
accurate, reliable news coverage of
the RUSGA debates and times and
locations where students could participate in the voting process.
Unfortunately, it seemed, some of
our information was incorrect (the voting times for instance, which we
received directly from RUSGA, were
not correct) and I was confronted
directly about these inaccuracies.
Other inaccuracies were brought to
my attention in the body of our election
debate article, written by our excellent
reporter Ashton Do, concerning some
misquoting. Although I did address
those inaccuracies (which, I would find
out later, were not so inaccurate, after
all) by printing a correction on lnSite, I
was offended by the accusation that
the Highlander did not maintain a high
level of accuracy or strive, day-in and
A self-reflection on being a
day-out, to present the news as clearstudent
journalist
ly and as reliably as possible. It was
also brought to my attention that the Maricor Coquia
front page photo (one of Zac Garthe at Associate Editor
the debates) seemed to demonstrate
Since I was in the seventh grade,
our bias in the election. I can assure
you that was not my intention. I've been immersed in the media-be
Although, yes, the photo was of only it a newsletter, newspaper, or school
one candidate, the headline did not advertisement on the radio. "I'm going
read: "Vote for Zac Garthe," it read: to go into medicine and communica"RUSGA Election Debates," and the tions," I used to tell my mom's friends.
In high school, an article I wrote was
photo caption referred readers to the
feature section, which posted photos published in The Star Bulletin, one of
and statements from each of the six the top state papers in Hawaii. My preschool teacher even saw (well, she
candidates.
this
In our efforts to promote our (includ- says ... ), deep within my tender fourperfect picture. From this ideal is a
ing myself and my entire staff) govern- year-old eyes a broadcast journalist,
ing organization, our student body ready to report the news as Hawaii's needed slap in the face. More than
representatives, the Highlander was top news anchor on Channel 3. As a once, the media has been accused of
wrongfully accused of inaccuracies. It junior in high school, I really believed I bias and misinformation. More than
seems unfair, when I have pushed and was going to major in journalism- once, reporters have been caught
motivated my staff writers to take time because people kept telling me I was using unethical practices-manipulatout of their week (and it was mid-term good at it. Nevertheless, I will admit ing information, creating sources, misweek) to give coverage to this perhaps that my heart has sometimes not been quoting, among other things. I find it no
surprise that many have lost trust in
most important student involvement so into being a excellent journalist.
event, to be so blatantly accused, so
rudely put-down and insulted , of not Idealistically, journalists inform you, they become your eyes,·
caring or paying much attention to fair- bearing witness to the truth... Of course, there lies a paradox in
ness or accuracy. I have placed an
enonmous amount of my personal time this perfect picture. From this ideal is a needed slap in the face.
and efforts to make this paper outSo when I came to Regis, I felt presstanding. It's hard not to take these
sured.
Especially now as the associate the news media, which is unfortunate.
accusations personally.
In the latest issue of The Highlander
And yet it is something all media editor bf a collegiate paper, I find
(Issue
19), a number of individuals
newspapers face. There will be mis- myself wondering: What's the point?
weren't
understandably upset with the
takes and there will be typos and there What's so great about spending hours
bias
and
inaccuracies found glaring in
Will even be falsified stories, but that writing and interviewing, copy-editing
the text. Our front-page photo seemed
and
laying
out
every
week?
Being
a
doesn't mean we have failed as jourpartial to RUSGA presidential candinalists. Because for every mistake we reporter is not easy work; I can't even
date Zachary Garthe (although as
of
working
for
a
imagine
the
stress
make, comes a learning experience. I
Jacqueline states was not our intention
am not saying the Highlander never major newspaper, say The New York
at
all), that the voting times were
makes mistakes, we do; I'm saying Times. And even though our paper has
wrong,
and that instead of "fair trade,"
that when we do make mistakes we received many appreciated complione
of
our
articles read "free trade." It
learn and grow from those so that next ments and feedback from faculty and
was
not
a good week for the
students-I can't bring myself to want
time we can be ready.
Highlander.
a
future
in
journalism
or
media.
It's
a
. These are my Highlander blues and
In context, I mention our blunder to
it seems a shame that they come so tough job.
point out that news can never be perlate in the school year. Nevertheless,
fect all the time. The NY Times conferWe have six issues left to go and even Bearing witness to the truth
ence
taught me the importance of jourAfter having the opportunity to trava graduation issue to put out. If you've
nalism,
but it also taught me that even
stayed with us all year, thanks, if this is el to New York City with editor-in-chief the big dogs make mistakes. In particyour first issue, that's great too. We'll Jacqueline Kharouf, I realized that ular, according to the PBS/Frontline
always be around, as long as there's journalists are indeed , important mem- television special, "The State Of The
something to print. After all, there can bers of society. Idealistically, journal- Media," both The Washington Post
ists inform you, they become your
be only one Highlander.
and the NY Times apologized in 2004,
eyes, bearing witness to the truth.
Of course, there lies a paradox in for their quick assumption that

Journalists are
important, or are
they?

weapons
of mass destruction were in existence.
Reporter Judith Miller, one of the main
writers on the issue at the time,
expressed that she believed her
sources, given directly to her by the
Central Intelligence Agency {CIA),
were correct. Nonetheless, she apologized, as a good journalist should
when at fault.
But the damage was done.
Fighting the technological advance
Although I've said my heart is not in
journalism; I will say this: I find it heartbreaking that the printed news is slowly succumbing to Internet news
sources. We live in a culture full of
technology-cell phones with Internet
capabilities, portable music players
that can hold as many files as a small
computer, Nintendo games that can
increase I.Q. It's sad that readership
and interest in news is slowly losing
the battle to technology.
A tainted view of the media also
doesn't help news sources in this battle-Even for small papers like The
Highlander, I am hard-pressed to say
that after our "Issue 19" fiasco, the
number of papers read this week may
likely dip.
But, like all else in life, time moves
on and so needs the news. Even with
reporters who may get blurred or blindsighted in their job to find truth-the
mistake can be acknowledged and
learned from. And although I do not
plan to be a journalist after my days at
Regis, I hope to still read the paper
years from now, an be glad I was once
part of it all.
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Not just schooling opponents:
Regis senior Brandon Butler plans on making an impact after basketball
was a long shot that he ever donned
Butler knew that Porter would test
his resolve before he arrived on camRegis blue and gold in the first place.
"Our chances of getting him were pus. But the transfer student would be
very slim," Porter said. "Division I immediately challenged by something
Ask Brandon Butler's coach to talk [schools] were recruiting him, but we much more daunting: Hurricane
about a great game that he had recent- just kept at it, kept at it. He turned Katrina, which hit his hometown of
ly, and you're more likely to hear about down some of our rivals in the confer- New Orleans the same day that he
Butler's personality traits than his bas- ence and about three Division I was to start his first semester at his
ketball statistics.
[schools]."
new school.
Ask a former teammate about
Butler was hardly such a hot com48 hours into the school year, and
Butler's best assets as a player, and modity coming out of John F. Kennedy Butler was far more concerned about
instead of telling you about his quick- High School in New Orleans. No major broken levees than unfinished schoolness or leaping ability, he'll tell you schools recruited him, and his basket- work. His city was ravaged, his family
about his work ethic and attitude.
ball options were confined to the junior displaced to Houston, and here he
Tell a current teammate that you college ranks.
was, halfway across the country, trying
would like to do an interview about a
He ended up in Hutchison, KS at to juggle a new school, a new city, and
recent game, and he'll probably redi- Hutchison Community College. He new friends. Add to it the biggest naturect your questions to Butler. 'This is would log a total of zero minutes as a ral disaster in American history, and
who you want. You want to talk to the freshman at Hutchison because the Butler's arrival at Regis was anything
man, right?"
coaching staff red-shirted him. It but smooth.
Anyone who saw Butler play during seems impossible that the same play"He was raised by his grandmother,
his two seasons at Regis knows that er who led Regis in scoring 15 times and his grandmother lost everything,"
he was an exceptional basketball play- this season would have been stuck on Porter recalled. "Just imagine that your
er. The 6 foot 5 forward led Regis in the bench. But, according to Butler, he house is gone, you know. Your house
scoring both years and was twice would not be the dominant player he is is goner
Photo by Brett Stakelin
selected to the AII-RMAC second- today without his time - or lack thereof
"It was tough," said Butler, search- in the low-income schools because of
team. So it's no secret that he could - in Hutchison.
ing in vain for words that could the [test] scores," he said.
play ball. But what may still be a secret
"When I red-shirted it gave me a lot describe the ordeal. "It was hard .... I
"Teachers are reluctant to take
of time to sit back and think about just wanted to know that [my family] those jobs ... but I just want to give back
things, and it also gave me an extra was okay, that everyone was fine."
to students like that because a lot of
year," Butler said. "It was just incentive
Katrina provided Porter and the teachers influenced me and I was in a
to work hard. It showed me that I was- basketball team a glimpse into Butler's low-income school."
n't where I needed to be, so it was just character. And they could hardly
And why third graders? "They just
motivation pretty much."
believe how he responded.
keep me energized the whole time I'm
Butler pursued a change of scenery
''I'm sure it affected him internally," there."
after a year at Hutchison. He contacted said former teammate and current
Butler plans on staying in Denver to
coaches at McCook Junior College in assistant coach Logan Garvin. "But pursue his teaching career, partly
McCook, NE, and arranged for a tryout externally, I never saw him show any because New Orleans is "still trying to
with the team. He made the McCook emotion, like 'I don't have this' or 'I'm get things in order," but also because
)Squad, and right away it was obvious not going to class because this has he has an affinity for the Mile High City.
that Butler had evolved as a basketball happened to me.' He kind of took it in He likes that it is laid back and full of
player during his redshirt season.
stride, which is impressive to me opportunity. And he is also excited
He garnered all-conference honors because it's really hard to fathom about the challenge of teaching classin each of his two season at McCook something like that happening to you. rooms full of Spanish-speaking stuand led the team to the conf~rence title But I just never remember him letting it dents.
as a sophomore in 2004-05. That affect him."
"Most of the kids are Hispanic, so
same year he won the Nebraska
Porter was also struck by how English
not
their
first
is
Community
College
Athletic Butler responded to Katrina. "The language .. .. You can see them getting
Association Player of the Year Award, maturity he handled that with is proba- frustrated a lot, but I always talk to
capping a career that began with him bly my fondest memory [of Brandon]."
them and tell them to just stick in there
Photo by Brett Stakelin
trying out for a roster spot and ended
Katrina provided the first indication and it will get better. You can see that
with a conference championship and a that Butler was not the everything- they're really making progress, and
to basketball fans is that Butler the per- slew of scholarship offers from Division revolves-around-sports sort of student
they're trying and they want to learn,"
son is actually more impressive than I (D-1) and Division II (D-11) schools.
athlete. He understands that there is he explained. "I think that's the biggest
Butler the player.
Regis did have a connection to life after basketball, and he is using his thing; as long as they want to learn
"Brandon is a fine young man," said Butler that gave it an edge over the time at Regis to prepare for it.
then they will learn."
Lonnie Porter, Regis' head basketball other schools recruiting him. Regis
He will graduate in December with
Butler's professors at Regis are duly
coach. "I couldn't ask for a better per- assistant coach Tim Brich used to be a degree in education. And in the notimpressed with the 23 year-old's philson to coach. He's just a fine person. an assistant at McCook, a link that too-distant future, he will trade the
You aren't going to find anybody with would help Regis lure Butler away from challenge of being surrounded by anthropic attitude, his desire to help
those who need it most. Dr. Joan
anything bad to say about Brandon. such D-1 programs as Southern Utah opposing defenders for a different
Armon , assistant
professor of
His character is awesome. Everybody and Charleston Southern and RMAC challenge: a room full of third graders:
Education,
has
had
Brandon
in three
likes him."
He has been teaching third graders different classes and is acutely aware
foes Nebraska-Kearney and Metro
The only people who may not like State.
periodically throughout the semester at of the import he places upon helping
Butler are last season's opponents,
Brich and the coaching staff knew the Berkley Elementary School, and he others.
who Butler torched for 18. 7 points and Brandon would be a prefect fit for the will use that experience when he takes
"I think he has a real dedication to
7.5 rebounds per game. To be honest, basketball team. And after his visit to on his own classes in the future.
improving
the world in some way," Dr.
his game was not all that enthralling to Regis, Butler knew Regis would be a
Butler draws on his own education
Armon
explains,
"and that comes
watch. He hardly ever shot from out- perfect fit for him.
when explaining why he wants to be a through when he talks about and
side five feet. He wasn't one for dunks
"It just felt like the right choice at the teacher. "I knew a lot of teachers in my
or fancy moves, and, if anything, his end," explains Butler. "It was just a life that had a positive and a huge writes about children.... He really is
style could be described as methodi- feeling I had, so I said I would just go effect on me. So I saw the effect they concerned about students who may
cal. Nearly all of his buckets came off from that. So overall it was just the had on me and I wanted to give that not be successful and does what the
of bulldozing, stop-me-if-you-can for- right feeling that Regis was the right back to students, too, because stu- can to help them be successful in the
classroom. He's very enthusiastic, very
ays into the paint or workman-like place for me."
dents are a huge part of the world dedicated."
offensive putbacks.
It was not an easy decision for today." He continued, "Once I went and
· That dedication enabled Butler to
But what he lacked in style he made Butler, turning down D-1 programs as observed [a classroom] and was just
accomplish
a lot since his days as a
up for with efficiency. His 63.2 field well as higher profile D-11 schools such around the kids I knew that that was
barely-recruited
high school senior and
goal percentage was ninth in the as cross-city rival Metro State, which something I wanted to do."
never-used
redshirt
freshman. Five
nation. And it didn't matter that every- was ranked as high as no. 4 in the
Butler is as decisive about his future
years
later,
the
player
that
couldn't sniff
one knew Butler made his living within nation this season. But the reasons for as he is about whirling through the
the
court
turned
himself
into
one of the
a one meter radius of the hoop. He still Butler choosing Regis were never sim- lane on the court. He wants to teach.
RMAC
and an
best
players
in
the
had the sixth best points per game ply about basketball.
He wants to teach third graders. He invaluable member of Regis' team.
average in the conference and a team"The professors were really friend- wants to teach third graders at a low- And now, as Butler says good-bye to
high 11 double-doubles. His name ly. I like that it was kind of small, so if income school.
college hoops, he is set to take on a
appeared atop almost every statistical you needed extra help with professors
"[Berkley] is a low income school, set of challenges that makes basketcategory for the Rangers (that includes they were there to talk to you. And my and that's the kind of school I want to
three-point percentage; he was one for coach [at McCook] told me a little bit teach at when I do teach, just because ball look easy.
But with what Butler has achieved
one).
about coach Porter, that he would stay a lot of teachers don't want to take already, it's tough to think of a reason
Butler was Regis' most valuable on you and he would push you. That those kind of jobs because the pay's
why his success won't continue.
player in his two seasons here. But it was a big part of it, too."
not good and they don't want to teach

David Vranicar
Sports Writer
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Rangers make history but the road still ends in North Dakota
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

Although the Rangers may have
struggled in the RMAC tournament in
the past, the Rangers started the post
season with a bang . Mesa State couldn't catch up, or keep up, from the
beginning. The Rangers used a stellar
defensive performance and a balanced scoring attack to get the job
done 102-64.
This game marked the third time this
season that the Rangers scored at
least 100 points in a game . The
Rangers scored 109 at New Mexico
Highlands and 107 at Chadron State.
Five Rangers scored in double figures
to help eclipse the century mark.
Denise Lopez led the way scoring 26
points. She was 8-of-11 from the field
and a perfect 7-of-7 from the free
throw line. She also passed on six
assists and grabbed rebounds as well.
Despite going O-of-6 from the threepoint line Diana Lopez still finished
with 14 points, seven rebounds, and
five steals.
But it was junior point guard Breanne
Burley who got the crowd fired up with
her dazzling offensive performance,
knocking down three's and taking it to
the hoop with authority. Burley finished with 20 points on 8-of-11 shooting, while dishing out five assists and
picking up three steals. Stevi Seitz
added 15 points and Emily Kuipers
had a strong showing in the second
half to chip in 10 points.
The Rangers lit it up in the second
half. After only knocking down three
three-pointers in the first half, they
stormed back to hit eight in the second. As well as knocking down 11
three-pointers the Rangers shot 52.9
percent as a result of great defense. In
addition , easy lay ups were the product
of 20 steals that led to 39 Ranger
points from turnovers.
After the Rangers took care of the
Mavericks they headed south for a
match with University of NebraskaKearney. The Lopez twins shined in
Pueblo as the Rangers defeated the
Loepers 79-71.
Despite two blow out games earlier
in the season the Loepers put up a
fight, maintaining a 1O point lead in the
first half. At halftime, the game was
tied at 31 a piece. The Rangers di9 not
take their biggest lead until there was
4:13 left in the game.
On paper the Rangers and Loepers
matched each other in every category,
expect in rebounding. A 44-to-37

Photo by Brett Stakelin

In one of their most successful seasons today the Rangers finished with
a 26-6 record and advanced to the second round of the Regional tournament.

advantage on the boards led to 13 second chance points for the Rangers and
only five for the Loepers, which may
have been the difference. Denise and
Diana Lopez each finished the game
with a double-double and Stevi Seitz
grabbed eight to add to the Ranger
total.
Denise Lopez finished the game with
her 13th double-double of the season, .
with 23 points and 13 rebounds. Diana
Lopez struggled from three-point
range going just 1-of-6. She had a
strong performance from the field ,
however, as she went 7-for-14. She
finished with 15 points, 10 rebounds,
and five steals.
Seitz added 1°9 points to go along
with her eight rebounds as well as
going a perfect 8-of-8 from the charity
stripe. Nicole Gross once again had a
strong showing for the Rangers as she
chipped in 12 points.
After taking care of Kearney, the
Rangers looked to avenge their last
lost to Metro State as they squared off
in the championship of the conference
tournament. The last time the Rangers
won the conference tournament was
during the 2002-03 season.
Denise Lopez put up back-to-back
double-doubles on route to being
named MVP of the RMAC tournament.
In three rounds she averaged 21 .3
points per game and 9. 7 rebounds.
She also shot 50.0 percent from the
field, 42.9 percent from three, and 93.8
percent from the free throw line. In the
Rangers 76-62 win over Metro she
scored 15 points and grabbed 12
rebounds.
Three other Rangers finished with

double figures in the championship
game as well. Breanne Burley was
named to the all-tournament team and
she finished the game with 14 points
and 5 assists, while knocking down 4of-5 three-pointers. Both Diana Lopez
and Lauren Luebbe scored 11 points
for the Rangers. Lopez also chipped in
with five steals and four rebounds as
she dealt with foul trouble and played
just 24 minutes. Luebbe scored double
figures for the fourth time this season
as she was 4-of-7 from the field.
Excellent free throw shooting also
aided the Rangers in their win as they
converted on all but one of their
attempts, 20-for-21 .
After claiming the RMAC title the
Rangers head to North Dakota for the
NCAA Tournament with the number
four seed in the tournament. The
Rangers defeated Metro State on
Sunday qnly to find out, that same
rtight, they would once again face
Metro State less than a week later in
search of their first ever NCAA
Tournament victory.
The Rangers headed into the tourney having already defeated the
Roadrunners on two separate occasions. In nail biting, heart pounding
fashion the Rangers came out on top
with 67-66 to advance to the semifinals
and take on number one seed North
Dakota.
This battle went down to the wire as
the Rangers led for most of the game
and at one point lead by as many as
nine points. Metro State battled back
and retook the lead at the 7:18 mark
with a lay up by Ann-Marie Torp.
It was at that point that the

Lacrosse

Ranger Spring Sports
Baseball

Softball

4 game series with Mines:

4 game series with Mesa:

Game
Game
Game
Game

Game 1: L 0-5
Game 2: L 3-8
Game 3: L 4-7
Game 4: L 2-8

1: L 4-6

2:

w 17-5

3: L 3-10
w 8-7

4:

4 Game Series with UNK:

Game 1: w 10-8
Game 2: L 7-8
Game 3: L 6-12
Game 4: L 3-8
Record: 9-12 overall, 2-5 RMAC
Next: Four game series @
Pueblo- Friday to Sunday

Won against Lees-McRae
(N.C.) 23-2
Lost to #3 ranked Limestone
(N.C.) 9-12
Lost to Presbyterian (N.C.) 1113
Lost to West Chester (Pa.) 721
Won against St. Andrew's
(N.C.) 16-13

Texas Road Trip:
Loss to Incarnate Word 3-6
Win against Incarnate Word 3-1
Win against St. Mary's (TX) 3-2
Loss to St. Mary's (TX) 2-3
Loss to Emporia Stat~ 1-3
Win against St. Marys (TX) 1-0
Win against Baker (Kan.) 12-4
Win against Truman St. (Mo.) 5-3
Win against St. Edward's 2-1
Record: 8-9 overall

Roadrunners went on a 15-4 run that
lasted six minutes helped Metro State
increase their lead to four points with
3:15 left to go. After a three-pointer by
the Roadrunners, to go up 64-60, the
Rangers closed out the game with a 72 run to win the game.
Metro State had one last attempt at
regaining the lead when Danielle
Ellerington made one of two free
throws and made a defensive play with
eight seconds left in the game.
Cassondra Bratton was able to get the
ball across half court, but the relentless
Ranger defense forced her to throw up
a desperation three-point attempt as
the buzzer sounded.
The First Team All-Region selections
Diana Lopez and Denise Lopez led the
way for the Rangers. Diana finished
with 17 points as well as four steals,
three assists, and two rebounds .
Denise recorded her 1sth double-double of the season with 15 points and 10
rebounds while also posting five steals
and five assists. Stevi Seitz and
Breanne Burley contributed 12 and 10
points respectively.
The Rangers advanced with a tall
order in front of them, take on number
one seeded North Dakota at the their
home court, with a trip to the Regional
final on the line. However, the Rangers
were not able to continue their story
book season, as ·they fell to North
Dakota, 78-63.
The Rangers took an early 24-22
lead with five minutes to go in the first
half but North Dakota used a 13-0 run
to close the half, heading into the locker room with a 35-24 lead. The
Rangers started the second half with a
run of their own and cut the UNO lead
to just four, 37-33, with 16:26 remaining .
But it was the UNO bench that
helped propel them to the win as they
contributed 20 bench points, compared
to only seven for the Rangers.
Fourteen of those points came from
Danye Guinn as well as seven
rebounds and five assists.
Diana Lopez ended her Ranger
career with a near triple-double performance scoring a game-high 21
points, while grabbing eight rebounds
and nine steals. Denise Lopez and
Nicole Gross also scored in double figures adding 14 and 10 points.
Another major factor in the game
was the Rangers' cold shooting from
long range. The Rangers came into the
game shooting 36.3 percent on the
season but made just 6-of-25 three's in
the game as they shot just 24.0 percent. The Rangers finished the season
with 26-6.

Record: 3-3

Photo by Brett Stakelin

Next: Home game on
Saturday vs. Swarthmore
(Pa.) 2:00 p.m.

For complete game stories go
to www.regisrangers.com.
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KRCX Album
Spotlight: Arcade
Fire-Neon Bible
Kevin O'Brien
KRCX Music Director

[

Over the past few years, liberals in
the United States have looked up
north in envy at a seemingly utopian
land, Canada . Gay Marriage, a
younger drinking age, and legalized
marijuana, no influence of the religious right, universal health care, and
a non imperialistic foreign policy: all
these things have made Canada look
pretty nice to liberals over the past five
years. During this time, music hipsters
in the U.S. have also looked up north
longingly. Between Modest Mouse
albums and before Clap Your Hands,
Canada built up quite a reputation for
indie music in 2004-2005. Now one of
the most heralded Canadian act since
Rush, Arcade Fire, returns from a
breakout in 2004 with Neon Bible.
Neon Bible opens with a slow rising thunder in "Black Mirror. " Featuring
the trademark vocals of front man Win
Butler, the song has a haunting quality that gives way to a key crashing
chorus. The next song, the standout
"Keep the Car Running," sets the standard for the rest of the album. Opening
with ringing string sections, which
leads to a steady snare beat, a frenzy
of mandolin and guitars, and an
ensemble chorus, "Keep the Car
Running" is the "Rebellion Lies" of
Neon
Bible.
On Neon Bible, Arcade Fire manages to accomplish a feat that few
bands south of the border manage to
do: being able to follow up a breakout
debut with an equally comparable
album that doesn't try too hard, but at
the same time remains fresh. Through
Neon Bible, Arcade Fire doesn't just
reinvent the wheel, they ride on the
same heat that brought them acclaim
in 2004. And they make it seem so
easy, making you wonder wt,y other
bands can't do the same. But then
again when you live in a utopia, everything seems a little easier.
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Spring forward!
Warm weather is finally here and with it comes flip-flops,
shorts, and happy faces
dreary setting of their apartments or since I can remember, I am single.
dorm rooms and experience the sun- Also for the first time, I am starting to
get homework assignments done
shine.
Being that it is the week after spring before my classes (well , for the most
Finally, spring is only one week
away, but has already arrived in break, I can think of no better weather part). For me, spring holds a fresh
Colorado. For those of you who were to welcome us all back. Instead of new outlook on life. I may actually
not here during our spring break, let dreading that book we had to read
me catch you up on what happened. over the break, make a change and
Spring has given me
Most important, the weather gods per- take it outside and read it. There is
mitted a brief intermission in their nothing better than reading an the rare opportunity to disrelentless pursuit to make it very cold assigned book in warm weather.
cover
the
Berkeley
The weather is beckoning us all to
and ugly, letting the sun actually came
out! By Friday, flip-flops were in order venture outside and rediscover the Neighborhood that I have
and some people were even seen in world that has had us snowed in for the lived in for three years, but
cropped pants. What we have all been past two and a half months. Not only
waiting for has finally happened: the can we rediscover the world, we can never actually seen.
snow has stopped, at least for a bit! also rediscover ourselves.
(Let's knock on wood, shall we).
Spring offers a rare opportunity to enjoy my time being single, and I may
Since the weather has finally look at what has been shoved into the also find a way to enjoy the relentless
perked up a little, I finally got to open sweater shell , over the cold winter homework assignments.
up my apartment windows and circu- months and bring it back out. While
While I cannot give up watching
late some fresh air in and let the old air holidays are nice to be around families, Heroes and The Hills on Monday
that has been there since September spring lets us reconnect with all those nights, the longer days will encourage
out. The most exciting thing about the relatives via picnics in the park and me to get out and maybe take a bike
new warm sunshine is that I finally get long walks after dinner. More than ride or have a short walk before the
to break out my new Coach flip-flops anything, spring is about rebirth and sunsets. It occurred to me the other
day that I have never walked around
Being that it is the week after spring break, I can Rocky Mountain Lake Park even
though it is three blocks away. Spring
think of no better weather to welcome us all back. Instead has given me the rare opportunity to
of <heading that book we had to read over the break, make discover the Berkeley Neighborhood
that I have lived in for three years, but
a change and take it outside and read it
never actually seen.
While I am not prepared to stuff my
that I bought on clearance in rejuvenation. Take the opportunity to North Face in the back of my closet yet
November and haven't been able to discover a new hobby or renew an old for fear of freak Colorado weather, I
wear yet due to fear of frost bite.
one. Anything to take us all out of the am more than enjoying this new outThe one thing that I have always mundane mold that winter imposed on look on my spring semester. I wish
loved about the warm spring weather us is refreshing.
you all the best this spring, and I hope
is how it seems to excite and rejuveI picture this new spring weather as that for us all, the snow has subsided
nate people. As it has been traditional- a way to reinvent myself. While I keep until the next winter.
ly interpreted, the spring weather saying how much I love the weather
wakes people up out of their winter (because I am really happy to finally
slumbers and once again around cam- remove my snow tires), I think it has all
pus, people are smiling. The warm some how sunk in that I am due for a
weather has an effect on people that big change in my life. For the first time
makes them almost excited to go to
class just so they may escape the
Jessica Knapp
Spotlight Writer

Going to Jackson's?
Read this First!
Event Information
Jackson's will take place on Wednesday, March 14th. Buses
will depart from the Student Center Lot #3 at 8:45, 9:15, 9:30
and 10:00. No buses will depart Regis after 10:00pm. The
event is over at midnight. Buses will return to campus beginning at 11:30pm.

Rules and Regulations
1) All students must ride the bus to attend.
2) This event is open to CURRENT REGIS STUDENTS, 18 and
older.
3) You must bring your Regis ID to be admitted on the bus!
4) Students who are intoxicated will be referred to Denver
Cares (detox), parents will be called,
and a $350.00 fee will
be assessed to the student.
5) Students who are found with shooters or other alcohol in
their possession wilf be handled according to provisions in the
student handbook...
6) Student Activities professional staff reserves the right to
close the event down if...

WHY
WAIT?
Start Our BSN Program In July!
21 month Upper Division
Baccalaureate Program/BSN
We ha\'e CU graduates that have completed
our programand are alreadyworking as BSN's in
Colorado and out of state. Just look at a small sample
of employers that have hired our graduates already:

Childrens Hospital
Swedish Hospital
Lutheran Hospital
Rose Medical Center

St. Anthony Hospital
North Valley Hospital
Kaiser Permanente
Denver Health

Don't waste another year taking classes and hoping to get accepted
when you can start your BSN Degree now!

CALL (303) 292·001 S• www.denverschoolofnursing.org
Located one black from Coors Field at 140119th Street, Denver, CO 80202

•
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The Number 23:
Surprisingly Good

n~tural quirkiness markedly doesn't
diStr~ct . from the seriousness of the
movie; it enhances the character he
plays.
tons of nutrients for the body. Being
Al th ough the film does focus on the Ashton Do
health conscious is something I take
~umber 23, the true story is embedded Staff Reporter
pride in, but I still end up craving a lot
m_ th e strange book which Walter's
Junk food has deservedly received of crappy food.
~ife, Agatha (Virginia Madsen), finds
I don't always act on my cravings,
~n a bookstore. The book is entitled a lot of bad wrap in past.
These days, a lot of the traditionally that would be hell, but when I do I don't
The Number 23," and is written by an
obvious fake name: "Topsy Kretts." 'bad' fast food joints now offer healthi- hold myself back. I figure if I'm already
The ?ook itself becomes the premise er alternatives to their greasy clas- going to eat something bad I might as
of th1 s psychological thriller, dramati- sics- most of the time by super-sizing well go to town.
So I do.
cally anticipating each moment for the their serving amount of lettuce.
Let's be honest here. Junk food is
I love fried chicken. It's greasy, it's
audience as Walter begins to read its
chapters.
trash because it carries a ton of calo- tasty, and it gives me heartburn. Best
Walter becomes obsessed with the ries that contain little or no dietary of all, I'm not lying to myself when I eat
book, believing it was written about his value. Take a look at a nutritional guide it. I'm not trying to cover up my junk
life. Characters in the book have a for any fast food chain and you'll find food craze with a superficial layer of
striking resemblance to his-names that their foods contain a lot of fat and green. It's not like the health-police are
hovering over my shoulder watching
like "Fingerling" and "Fabrizia" recall very little of anything else.
There's a misconception that 'health- me through the bushes as I engorge
childhood and past memories. The
number 23 becomes inescapable. He
begins to calculate different dates and
times on the walls, his arms-it poiI love fried chicben. It's greasy, it's tasty, and it gives me
sons Walter, gripping him into the 23
heartburn. Best of all, I'm not lying to myself when I eat it.
enigma.
I must confess: If this movie was a
book itself-I think I'd be obsessed ier' offerings from a fast food giant con- myself in grease heaven.
tain more nutrients than their 'bad'
I am a healthy person . Fried chicktoo.
Anyway, much of the film focuses on cousins because they look more green en is my favorite junk food.
Did I mention that fried chicken is
Walter's obsession, especially his and fresh.
Green is good , right? Wrong. Most crunchy? Oh, no, I didn't. Something
desire to fit the pieces together. Why
23? Why him? The cinematography of of the time the green you see is just about the crispy bits causes me to salithe film only adds to the thrill, adding a lots of lettuce, which is very filling, high vate. Fried chicken tastes good oververy Sin City-esk mood during some in fiber, and low on calories. On the all, but the skin in particular has hidden
other hand, lettuce tastes like nothing layers of spice and saltiness that are
parts of the film.
Walter, after finishing the book, is and likewise contains no nutrients for accentuated by a crisp and oily texture.
Every crunch seeps more and more of
disappointed with its ending-and your body. It's basically filler food.
Let this be clear to all: filler food is those flavors into my mouth. Yum.
goes at all lengths to find out who
Healthy eating habits are important,
"Topsy Kretts" is. He searches and still trash.
Whether or not junk food is market- don't get me wrong . I'm just saying that
searches, only to find an answer that
crunchy
foods
are
can only be described as shocking. I'm ed as health-conscious, it is what it is. deliciously
unhealthy
and
sometimes
too
much
to
That
can't
be
helped.
People
who
want
usually a good guesser at movie endresist.
So
why
hide
that?
a
healthy,
nutritious
meal
should
probings: but not this time. I definitely didHere I am, admitting that I honor the
ably avoid fast food joints altogether,
n't see it coming.
occasional
junk food craving. I'm not
but
is
that
realistic?
Although I will not say what happens
Some would consider me to be a lying to myself by pretending that the
in the end; I assure you that The
Number 23 is a definite go-see. healthy person. I eat well, get plenty of junk food I'm eating is healthy and
Despite negative criticisms of the film, sunshine, and exercise on a regular green. When I do eat it, I know that it's
I, in disagreement, believe the film is basis. I even drink spirulina on occa- crap, accept that fact, and eat.
No fillers for me.
sion , which is an algae that contains
surprisingly good.

Fried Chicben: Why not?

Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

I've never been a big fan of Jim
carrey. In the past, I couldn't bring
myself to like him-I thought his
movies were stupid. So, imagine my
sarcasm in thinking Carrey could pull
off a psychological thriller.
However, after overhearing a friend
rave of the movie's gripping pull into
the "The 23 Enigma," a theory in which
everything is somehow connected to
the number 23, I got curious. I immediately googled the movie.
The coincidences are eerily scary:
Each individual has 46 chromosomes, 23 from each parent.
The Oklahoma City bombing happened on April 19. (4 + 19 = 23).
Hiroshima was bombed on August
6, 1945 (8 + 6 + 4 + 5 = 23).
The letter W is the 23rd letter in the
alphabet. Two points down, three
points up.
On average, it takes 23 seconds for
blood to fully circulate through the
body.
Numbers 32:23 "Be sure your sin
will find you out. (32 is 23 backwards.)
Carrey plays Walter Sparrow, a
seemingly normal husband and father
who finds himself haunted by a pestering dog "Ned." (Sparrow plays a dog
impounder in the film.) Supporting
characters call the dog "the guardian
of the dead." Although the movie isn't
a comedy-the movie has its classic
Carrey moments, letting a typical
Carrey smirk or mannerism in .
Surprisingly, Carrey's acting was
superb from start to finish-his character is refreshingly intelligent and
engaging, strong enough to grip you
into the 23 enigma yourself. (I began
counting my name and birth date, etc.
during the movie). Furthermore, his
0
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Calendar of Campus Events
Sunday, March 11 thru
Saturday, March 17
Human Dignity Week
Sunday, March 11: Mass;
Monday, March 12: Romero
House discussion: The Death
Penalty, 6:00-8:00 p.m.;
Tuesday, March 13:
Consistent Ethic of Life
Dialogue, 5:30-7:00 p.m.;
Wednesday, March 14: Social
Justice Involvement Meeting,
5:00-6:00 p.m. in the Aspen
Room, Carroll Hall,
Presentation on the
Department of Peace and
Nonviolence, 6:00-7:00 p.m.;
Thursday, March 15: Dignity
in Iraq: Re-Humanization of
the Iraqi People, 7:00-9:00
p.m. in the Science Amp.;
Friday, March 16: Jammin'
for Dignity: The Flobots,
Denver Slam Team, 8:3011 :00 p.m. in the Dining
Hall; Saturday, March 17:
Pro-Peace March and Rally,
Denver. For more information please contact TJ
Bowen,
praenato@yahoo.com or
720.849.1265.

Tuesday, March 13
Harassment Awareness and
Prevention
To be held in Main Hall 333
from 9:00 a.m. to 11 :00 am
OR from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m., All new employees are
invited and encouraged to
attend one of the scheduled
sessions. These sessions are
also open to any employee
who has not already attended a University-sponsored
training
session
on
Harassment Awareness and
Prevention. This engaging
and informative
2-hour
course provides employees
with a clear understanding of
the boundaries of appropriate conduct in the workplace,
obligations and liabilities of
employees and employers,
and methods for preventing
harassment.
Please choose one of the two
sessions listed above and
RSVP to Jennifer DeWitt at
jdewitt@regis.edu or call x
4906 to make your reservation now! Refreshments will
be provided at both sessions.

Sunday, March 11 thru
Saturday, March 17
Camp Dignity on the Quad
Camp out on the Regis Quad
as a demonstration in support of the human dignity
inherent in all. Especially
those in Iraq, in the Sudan,
on death row, and victims of
hate crimes.

Marriage and Family from
Christian Perspectives
Come hear the Christian
Perspective Panel - Dr. Paul
Alexander (Quaker),
Professor Julia Brumbaugh
(Catholic), Minister Jay
McDivitt (Lutheran) discuss
"Marriage and Family from
Christian Perspectives." To
be held in the Student
Center Faculty Lounge from
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

let our business
helpvour
businessI

Wednesday, March 14
Regis Free Chipotle Day!
Chipotle on 32nd and Lowell
is hosting a "Regis University
Free Chipotle Day" from 12
Noon until 4pm for ALL Regis
Students, Staff, and Faculty
with a VALID Regis I.D.
Thursday, March 1 S
"Lead Yourself First!" Life
and Leadership Coach
Workshop
Learn how the "Use of Self" is
an instrument to being "leaderful" in life. What is meant
by "use of self" and why
does it matter to leadership?
What are your gifts as a
leader?
Georgia Pappas,
affiliate faculty in the Master
of Nonprofit Management
program at Regis University
and Principal of Great
Transformations!
will
address these questions
through the lens of her experiences as a leadership coach
and trainer. In this hour you
will explore ways to develop
your "use of self" and think
about how you can move forward toward your ideal
vision of being an authentic
leader. To be held in the
Regis Room of Carroll Hall
from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
RSVP to Sally SpencerThomas 303-458-4323 or
sspencer@regis.edu

Day party with Irish Step
Dancers, Food, and Drink!
To be held at 4:00 p.m. in the
ALC Mountain View Room.

Jammin' for Dignity
Experience the local talents
of the Flobots (flobots.com)
and the Denver Slam Team!
Entrance is free with a valid
Regis University ID, $5 at the
door without. To be held in
the Regis University Dining
Hall from 8:30 p.m. to 11:00
p.m.
Wednesday, March 21
Career and Service Fair
Fifty five employers from the
business and the non-profit
sector will be on campus to
meet you and talk about
their organizations and job
and internship opportunities.
Bring Plenty of
Resumes! To be held in the
Student Center Dining Hall
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Monday, March 19
Senate Meeting
To be held in the Newland
Conference Center at 4:30
p.m. Everyone is encouraged
to attend.

Who Killed The Electric
Car?
Come see the film Who Killed
the Electric Car at 7:00 p.m.
in the Science Amphitheater.
There will be free Ui.rabar at
Friday, March 16
the door and a discussion to
St. Patrick's Day Party
follow. This event is presentCome
celebrate
The ed by SPEAK and sponsored
Provost's Annual St. Patrick's by Larabar!

Sam's Coffee and
Food Cart
Reliable, fast, friendly
service

Advertise with usl
New Items:
For more
Heidi's Sandwiches and
Bagels
information
La Casita Tamales
abour advertising
rates, sizes, or
other considerations, please
contact the
·-----------------Highlander at
Present this coupon
for $.50 off
highlander@
your purchase of $2 or
regis.edu or at
more
303.964.5391.
------------------~
Soup and sandwich
Special ... $5.95

Located at the
Adult Learning Center
Lower Level - North Wing
Phone:303-964-5172

(expires 6-1-07)

Wednesdays
@
8:00pm
*Students receive one free game with student I.D.*
Elitch Lanes 3825 Tennyson Denver CO (303) 477-1633

